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* = particularly interesting sources, many of which are already on reserve

Analysis and Performance


______, “Playing in Time: rhythm, metre, and tempo in Brahms Fantasien, Op. 116” in his Practice...


*Rothstein, William, “Analysis and the Act of Performance, Chapter 10, see Rink above.


______, Die Kunst des Vortrags. Translated by Irene Schreirer Scott.


Sessions, Roger. The Musical Experience of Composer, Performer, Listener. ML60.S493M 1950a


**Form**


* Cone, E.T. Musical Form and Musical Performance. MT58.C747M
MT58.G795F


*Tovey, Donald Francis. *The Forms of Music*. Meridian Books, 1966 (reprinted by arrangement with OUP; originally published 1944 as musical articles from the *Encyclopaedia Britannica*).

**Analytical Methodology:**


Alternative Analytical Perspectives:

Genre, Style, Phenomenology, Interdisciplinary, etc.


*Cook, Nicholas, Music Analysis and the Listener, Garland Publishers, 1989


ML3800.M6123E


*___________. *Sound and Symbol.* Princeton University Press.
Analyses of Specific Works or Groups of Works:


Moore, Gerald. Schubert Song Cycles. 1975
_________. Am I Too Loud? 1962


Wen, Christopher, “A Tritone Key Relationship in Bridge Sections of the Slow Movement of